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1. Describe the performance characterstics of an LVDT. [15]

2. Give the merits, demerits and applications of thermocouple. [15]

3. (a) Show how a composite amplifier is constructed using op-amps.

(b) Write its advantages and disadvantages. [7+8]

4. The problem in texas instruments mentioned below: they having 4 equal resistors
‘R’ with some limiting error. They want to arrange these 4 resistors in such a way
that the equivalent resistance of the designing circuit is ‘R’ and final percentage
limiting error of designing circuit is 4.8. Find the percentage limiting error of a
individual resistors. [15]

5. An equal arm bridge has R : 10K Ω. The supply voltage to the bridge is 30V. An
amplifier with a gain of 26dB is connected across the output. Find the change in
output voltage of the amplifier if the resistance change in one of the arm is 50 Ω.

[15]

6. (a) A mercury thermometer has a capillary tube of 03mm diameter. If the bulb is
made of zero expansion material. What volume must it have of a sensitivity of
3mm/0C is desired? Assuming operating temperature to be 20 0C & coefficient
of volumetric expansion of mercury is 0.181 × 10−3.

(b) Explain the factors affecting the static accuracy of filled in thermometers.[7+8]

7. (a) How the angular rate sensor based another coriolis effect explain.

(b) Write the role of magneto diodes and magneto transistors in sensors. [7+8]

8. (a) Compare instrumentation system with instrumentation amplifier.

(b) Discuss the various sources of errors in AC bridge circuit. Also explain different
techniques & precautions employed to reduce errors in AC bridge circuit. [7+8]

? ? ? ? ?
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1. Differentiate giving suitable examples:

(a) Probable errors

(b) Random errors

(c) Systematic errors. [15]

2. (a) What is the role of sensors in communication system explain in detail.

(b) Write short notes on PSD’s. [8+7]

3. (a) A pulse is applied to a peizz-electric transducers for a time T. Prove that in
order to keep the under shoot to a value with in 5% the value of the constant
should be approximately 20T.

(b) What is photo resistors? Explain briefly. [7+8]

4. An LVDT has an output of 6V rms when displacement is 0.4 × 10−3mm. Determine
the sensitivity of this instrument. A 10V voltmeter with 100 scale divisions is
used to read out the input. Two tenths of a division can be estimated with ease.
Determine the resolution of this voltmeter. [15]

5. (a) Explain the structure & working of carrier amplifiers.

(b) Explain the coherent detection. [11+4]

6. Explain the following terms in connection with the operational amplifier:

(a) Input offset voltage

(b) Input offset current

(c) Bias current

(d) Slew rate. [15]

7. A resistance strain gauge is used to measure stress on steel. The steel stressed to
1200 kgf/cm2. Assume Youngs Modulus of steel 2 × 106 kgf/cm2. Determine the
pressure gauge of resistance of a strain gauge. Assuming gauge factor equal to 2.5.

[15]

8. (a) How the noise is having the importance effect in resistors

(b) A carbon film resistor has 100kΩ and has 1.6µv/V noise and it works in a
circuit at 40oC ambient temperature. Claculate the power dissipated by the
resistor will be P = (10V)2/(100kΩ) = 1mW. Therefore there is negligible
heating and the resistor temperature will be 406oC. [7+8]
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1. Explain the principle of working and construction of electronic resistance ther-
mometer. [15]

2. Derive the expression for current in the meter connected across the output terminals
of a Whet stone bridge when it is slightly unbalanced. [15]

3. (a) Explain the construction and working of resolver to digital converters.

(b) Write the advantages & disadvantages of resolver to digital converters. [9+6]

4. (a) Explain the operation of Instrumentation amplifier with a schematic diagram.

(b) Write the characteristics of instrumentation amplifier. [8+7]

5. Define and derive the expression for the following for a 2nd order system:

(a) Resonant frequency

(b) Resonant peak

(c) Bandwidth. [15]

6. (a) Derive the expression for magnitude of voltage across the load by making
simplifying assumptions.

(b) Prove that at medium & high frequencies, the magnitude of the voltage across
the load is independent of frequency. [7+8]

7. Explain the principle of operation and working of LVDT with diagram. Draw the
characteristics of displacement Vs output voltage. Give the response for residual
voltage. [15]

8. (a) Write about magneto diodes and Magneto transducers with their applications.

(b) The TSL251 integrates a photodiode and an I/V converter, has a sensitivity
of 45 m/7(µW/cm2), and has a dark voltage of 3 mV. Its output is connected
to an ADC through an intervening voltage amplifier. If the ADC has an in-
put range of 5 V and we wish to obtain null digital output when in dark and
maximal digital output when the input irradiance is 50 µW/cm2, determine
the amplifier gain and the number of bits of the ADC. If the temperature co-
efficient of the sensor is 1 mV/K, determine the maximal temperature change
it may experience without affecting the ADC output. [7+8]

? ? ? ? ?
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1. (a) What are the specific signal conditions for capacitive sensors?

(b) How phase - sensitive demodulation for LVDT’s based on a half - wave rectifier
& full-wave rectifier. [7+8]

2. (a) How the frequency response limitation of chopper amplifier is overcome.

(b) With a need block diagram explain the operation of chopper amplifier. [7+8]

3. (a) Describe a thermocouple with suitable sketches.

(b) Explain how it can be used to measure high temperature. [7+8]

4. Derive an expression for the closed loop gain of an operational amplifier used in
the non-inverting mode. Describe the assumptions made. [15]

5. Explain the construction working and application of receiver. [15]

6. A capacitive transducer can able to measure signals with frequency content up to
150 Hz with on amplitude in a accuracy of 5% what is the maximum allowable time
constant and what will be the phase shift at frequency of 25Hz and 80Hz. [15]

7. A resistance wire strain gauge having a nominal resistance of 350 Ω is subjected to
a strain of 500 microstrain. Find the change in value of resistance neglecting the
Piezoresistive effect. [15]

8. (a) A given quartz crystal that has a linear drift of 35.4 × 10−6/0C is used to
design a digital thermometer. Calculate the frequency for the oscillator and
the gate time for the counter in order to have a sensitivity of 1000 Hz/C and
a resolution of 0.0001 0C.

(b) What is coriollis effect? Explain in detail operation of quartz angular rate
sensors. [7+8]

? ? ? ? ?
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